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Abstract
The objectives of this project are to develop, evaluate, and optimize novel

designs for a polishing tool intended for ultra-precise figure corrections on aspheric
optics with tolerances typical of those required for use in extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
projection lithography. This work may lead to an enhanced US industrial capability
for producing optics for EUV, x-ray and, other high precision applications. LLNL
benefits from developments in computer-controlled polishing and the insertion of
fluid mechanics modeling into the precision manufacturing area. Our
accomplishments include the numerical estimation of the hydrodynamic shear
stress distribution for a new polishing tool that directs and controls the interaction
of an abrasive slurry with an optical surface. A key milestone is in establishing a
correlation between the shear stress predicted using our fluid mechanics model and
the observed removal footprint created by a prototype tool. In addition, we
demonstrate the ability to remove 25 nm layers of optical glass in a manner
qualitatively similar to macroscopic milling operations using a numerically-
controlled machine tool. Other accomplishments include the development of
computer control software for directing the polishing tool and the construction of a
polishing testbed.
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Motivation and Overview
Technology for manufacturing surfaces to precision tolerances is critical to

LLNL Programs such as ICF and EW Lithography and is a significant contributor to
the economic well-being of the US. The importance of this area is clearly illustrated
by the $140M cost of optics for the National Ignition Facility and the estimated
$350 billion world-wide market for optical systems by the year 2030.’ Importantly,
the key to future reductions in semiconductor linewidths via projection lithography
may be limited by the availability of highly accurate aspheric optics.2

The objective of this project was to apply unique LLNL talents to synthesize a
novel polishing tool to reduce the cost of fabricating high quality aspheric optics.
Small subaperture tools, such as the one described in this report, appear to be
necessary for making very precise corrections to general aspheric contours and for
removing higher-order refractive index errors in transmissive optics. We envision
this tool being used to reduce errors on optics, whose initial errors are about A/20
rms (k = 633 rim), to less than k/1000 rms for spatial wavelengths greater than about
2 mm.

Rationale
Several new optical figuring technologies are being developed in the US and

elsewhere to eliminate the poor repeatability and high cost associated with
traditional pitch polishing. Ion beam figurin~ (IBF) and plasma-assisted chemical
etching4 (PACE) both have controllable removal footprints that may be applicable
for high accuracy figuring, but both require expensive vacuum systems and are
applicable only to limited sets of materials. IJ3F, for example, has been very
successful in accomplishing the final figure corrections of the Keck Telescope

“7 shows promise as a deterministic shapingsegments.s Ductile-mode grinding
process for producing smooth damage-free surfaces, but has not yet produced highly
accurate aspheric surfaces that do not require post-polishing, particularly in fused
silica. Stressed-laps and stressed-part lapping9 are currently being used with good
success for figuring large telescope optics, but have not been applied to the much
smaller optics of interest here, especially with respect to the tight tolerances and
relatively short spatial wavelengths of relevance to lithographic optics.

EEM1°’ll ori inally called ‘elastic emission machining’), flow polishing12, and
‘?float polishing13J14r*are all non-contact polishing techniques that produce minimal

subsurface damage. They apparently all utilize a similar fundamental material
removal process: a fluid dynamic flow field carries a fine abrasive slurry to the
optical surface, which transports away material by a sufficiently gentle mechanism
that does not disrupt the structure of the surface layers. In one form or another,
these processes are currently being used to prepare aspheric surfaces. In fact, Canon
was reported to be developing EEM in Japan to figure aspheric surfaces in support of
the AAMTRA consortium, which is pursuing soft x-ray lithography.lb
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After reviewing the strengths and weaknesses of the above optical finishiruz.
strategies, we have as-&mbled a fist of key desirable attributes of an ultra-precise

“

figuring tool for aspheric optics as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Requirements for an ideal ultra-precision figwing tool

1. a well-controlled, temporally-stable removal footprint
2. a footprint function suitable for deconvolution calculations

(e.g. gaussian) for determining optimal traverse paths over the
optical surface

3. an adjustable footprint shape and removal rate for accommodating
different error profiles on ~ wide range of aspheric contours -

4. a footprint function that can correct errors for key spatial
wavelengths without introducing significant err&; in other
wavelength bands

5. a process that can be used on a wide variety of materials
6. a process that introduces little or no subsurface damage
7. removal rates that can be reduced to low levels and controlled to the

level of precision required for removing very small surface errors
8. a system that does not require a large capital investment

Although many of the previously mentioned figuring methods are
promising and are being used with varying degrees of success, they all lack one or
more of the above criteria. In particular, EEM, which is being developed for
precision figuring (k/200 rms), has an ill-shaped footprint with minimal capability
for in-process adjustment.

Concept for Novel Non-Contact Polishing Tool
We have designed a new non-contact polishing tool;’ shown in Fig. 1, that

has potential to meet all of the criteria listed in Table 1. A key aspect of this new
tool concept is that it combines two different slurry flow geometries to provide
flexibility in altering the shape of the removal footprint. By varying the relative
contributions of the two components, we hypothesize that the footprint shape can
be varied by controlling the relative strengths of the two independent flow regimes.

The characteristic flow contributions consist of a constrained radial jet flow
(wall jet) and a rotationally-driven flow as shown in Figs. la and lc. The radial flow
is formed when slurry flowing axially through the shaft of the polishing tool
impinges on the optical surface (stagnation flow) and is constrained to flow radially
between the optical surface and the brim of the tool. The flow characteristics of this
radial flow depend upon the precise shape of the brim, the location of the
minimum gap between the brim and the surface, the traction force applied axially to
the tool, and the slurry feed pressure. We postulate that material removal will be
enhanced at locations of increased shear stress which should generally occur where
the gap is minimized.
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The bottom surface of the brim maybe azimuthally smooth, or it may have
radial grooves or other features formed in it (Fig. lb). As the tool rotates, it causes
an azimuthal flow component to form, resulting in an enhanced shear stress at the
oPtical surface. For the case of a smooth profile on the bottom the brim, a Couette-
like flow forms, analogous to the shear flow caused by the relative sliding of two
parallel plates. The example shown in Fig. lC shows a tool that has radial grooves
machined into the brim which may lead to the formation of a driven cavity flow.
These driven cavities will give a vertical velocity component that may amplify the
flux of fresh slurry particles to the surface, thus contributing to the shape of the
removal footprint. Our estimates indicate that for the small radius tools under
current study, the shear stress due to rotation will be dominated by the Couette flow
region corresponding to the areas between the grooves. For moderate rotational
speeds, the contribution from the cavities is relatively low for the specific geometry
shown in F@ue 1.
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‘We 1. schematic of new polishing tool. (a) constrained radial jet flow;
b) bottom view showing radial grooves; (c) azimuthal flow geometq Couette
nd driven cavity flows.

This design has similarities to EEM’O,flow polishlng’z, and float polishlng13 as
described in the literature. We feel that the constrained jet is more stable than the
free impinging jet previously described, and provides the control by varying the
ratio of the traction force to the supply pressure. The rotational flow may offer the
Angstrom-level smoothing reported for float polishing, but could be applied to
aspheric surfaces. The ability to control and change footprint geometry will provide
a greater variety of useful footprint shapes than offered by EEM.
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Experimental Set-up
We have completed the design and construction of a polishing testbed, tool

drive mechanism, and numerical control software to support our tool development
experiments. me polishing testbed
incorporates a mecision machine base
(Moo~e Jig Bor~r]8), as depicted in
Figure 2, which provides precision
motion in the x and y axes for
performing Cartesian scans of the
optical surfaces with the polishing
tool. A rotary table could be added

the future to enable R41 scans.

The x-y motions of the
polishing testbed are computer-

in

controlled using software written to
support this project. These routines
provide the interface that translates
the user-provided commands of
where and how fast to move the tool
into the voltages necessary for driving
the axis motors. A detailed
description of the features of the
numerical control software is
provided in Appendix A.

A reed-flexure cantilever tool
support mechanism for controlling
tool-to-workpiece force is shown in

Y tr

~
X travel

Figure 2. Precision machine tool base for
polishing testbed.

Figure 3. ~~ spindle and motor are supported on opposite sides of a fulcrum point,
and are coupled with an o-ring drive belt, shown below the baseplate. Auxiliary
weights can-be added to adjus~ the relative heights of the two sides, which is th;
method used for adjusting the tool-to-workpiece force. An air bearing spindle is
used to support the tool in the radial and axial directions, as well as for coupling
pressurized slurry to a feed hole in the tool shaft. Capacitance gauges are used to
measure the angular motion of the flexure and the axial deflection of the air
spindle.

Our typical procedure for using the reed-flexure set-up begins by lowering the
(non-rotating) tool to the optical surface until contact is sensed by the capacitance
gauge; this defines the neutral point as read on the “flexure” capacitance gauge.
Slurry pressure can then be increased, which causes a force that deflects the tool
away from the workpiece, after which tool rotation can be initiated. Depending on
the nature of the test, more weight can then be added to limit the tool-workpiece
gap height as sensed by the capacitance gauge. The force of the tool/slurry
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Figure 3. Reed-flexure cantilever tool support mechanism.

combination on the workpiece can be calculated from the combination of the added
weights and the spring force provided by the flexures. For testsperformed with no
slurry flow, i.e. when slurry is only supplied from a source external to the tool, the
slurry feed hole in the air spindle is plugged. Material removal begins as soon as
either rotation and/or slurry pressure is added. To prevent erroneous “holes” being
formed in the optical surface during the initial “set-down” or the final “lift-off’, a
small drive mechanism is used to e~gage/disengage the tool from the optical
surface in synchronization with the initiation/conclusion of lateral scanning; this
drive mechanism applies a force between the drive motor support and the upper
flexure block at the location shown in Figure 3.

Our calculations and ex~eriments indicate that an orbital tool motion offers a—

useful degree of freedom for c~ntrolling the shape of the polishing footprint. Thus,
we designed and built a second tool drive system as shown in Figure 4. The orbital
motion has the effect of taking the footprint and revolving it around a secondary
axis, which results in a cycloid trace on the workpiece as the tool is scanned in the
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x-direction. In this design,
the shaft is supported in
the vertical direction by a
metal bellows, labeled as
“pad preload mechanism”
in the figure. The vertical
position of the shaft is set
by using a precision
regulator to adjust the air
pressure within the
bellows. The shaft can be
laterally offset from the
center of the system by a
small orbital radius, which
might range from O-5mm.
The shaft is driven about
its centerline by motion
supplied by the main
machine tool spindle,
where a flexible coupling
is used to accommodate
the misalignment due to
the orbital offset. An
auxiliary motor is shown
that drives the orbital
motion about a
mechanical center
determined by a set of

Orbit
drive
motor

Figure 4. Mechanical layout of polishing tool supper
mechanism that offers orbital motion and pneumati~
control of tool-to-workpiece force.

rolling element bearings. Capacitance gauges (not shown) monitor the relative
vertical motion of the shaft with respect to the machine tool column. In our initial
experiments, we employed a comm~rcial rotating union for coupling the slurry to
the shaft. However, we found that the slurry contaminated the union’s packing
material, resulting in excessive frictional forces. Therefore, in subsequent
experiments, we employed the air bearing coupling mentioned earlier, which was
more tolerant of the slurry.

Fluid Mechanics Modeling
Our goal was to prepare a model of the shear stress distribution under the

tool which could be used to optimize the shape of the removal footprint. We
calculated the shear stress distribution under a specified tool contour with the
hypothesis that the spatial distribution of material removal under the tool is
strongly dependent upon the local shear stress. We indicate below that our
observations of removal footprint shape support this hypothesis.

Our approach to modeling the shear stress distribution begins by dividing the
flow into two regimes: a constrained radial jet and a rotational flow dominated by
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driven cavity effects. The Reynolds number (astrong indicator ofshearstress) for
each of these basic geometries was estimated and operating parameters were
determined where the two flow regimes were approximately of equal strength.
These operating conditions are within a reasonable range of pressures, flowrates and
speeds. However a more-detailed analysis of driven cavity flows suggests that they
are not sufficiently strong to enhance the shear stress distribution for the specific
tools types investigated here. We conclude, however, that Couette flow, either in
regions between grooves or for tools with no grooves, could play a significant role
in contributing a rotational component to the shear stress. Groove structures may
play an important role for other tool geometries, however, as they are observed to
be important in float polishing.13

We identified the basic equations governing the flow of slurry from the
supply orifice to the tool’s outer diameter. The flow is divided into three
characteristic regions: 1) a stagnation flow region in the near vicinity of the supply
orifice, 2) a radial jet flow extending from the stagnation flow to the edge of the tool,
and 3) an azimuthal flow region whose influence is concentrated toward the outer
edge of the tool where the tangential velocity is greatest. Using these governing
equations, we estimated the shear stress distribution for a tool that has a minimum
radial flow gap located between the stagnation zone and the outside edge. The
qualitative result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 5, which predicts a dramatic
increase in shear stress at the location of the minimum flow gap. It is important
that this prediction agrees with the experimentally-observed material removal
distributi~n (Figure 9;: material remo~al
is dominated by a narrow ring located at
the location of the minimum gap.

After observing the relative
importance of the radial jet flow region in
determining material removal, we refined
our approach for calculating shear stress
in the region. Our approach is
diagramed in Figure 6 and makes use of
the Mangler transformation19 to convert
the radial-flow geometry to a 2-D planar
configuration. This enables us to employ
the well-established Karman-Pohlhausen
method for numerically solving the
boundary layer equations for the shear
stress.* We specify a tool contour and

HI
Contraction

Wall
Shear
Stress

o RadialDistancefrom OuterEdge
Centerof Tool

Figure 5. Qualitative shear stress
ilistribution

mass flowrat;, soivethe potential flow problem to obtain the pressure distribution,
and then solve the boundary layer equations. The derivation of the equations for

k this analysis we assume that the radial jet flow and the rotational components can be estimated
separately, i.e. no cross-coupling. We feel justified in maldng this assumption because the tangential
motion provides a rather weak contribution to the overall fluid velocity.
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our approach, and a
calculated shear stress profile
for the radial flow
component are presented in
Appendix B. We propose
that this procedure can be
implemented iteratively to
design a tool contour that
optimizes the shear stress
distribution.

Convolution Modeling
Removing material by

traversing a footprint over a
surface is a convolution
process2021 the amount of
material removed at a point
is due to the removal
contributions made for all of
the locations taken by the
tool. The ability to model
this process depends on the
accuracy of our knowledge of
the footprint’s shape and its
motion over the optical
surface. Conversely, a key
requirement for a polishing
operation to yield results that
agree with a convolution
prediction is for the shape
and magnitude of the
footprint to be temporally
stable.* As will be described
in subsequent paragraphs,
several aspects of
convolution are important
to this work.

1. Formulate boundary layer equations for
axisymmetric incom ressible radial flow

E(Can be solved fors ear stress)

w

2. Transform radially-dependent bcunda layer
?’equations into Ianar 2-D equations us ng

?Mangler Trans ormation
I

3. Choose geometric contour for tool and other
bcunda conditions. The pressure

?’distribut on is known implicitly from the
velocity derived outside the boundary layer.

I

~

4. Solve 2-D boundary layer equations using
Karman-Pohlhausen (KP) method to obtain 2-D

I5. Apply inverse Man Ier transformation to get
~axisymmetric, radia wall shear stress I

6. Add shear stress conkibution for rotational
flow

I

I7. Go back to Step 3 for optimization of shear
stress and tool contour I

~igure 6. Diagram of modeling approach for
calculating the shear stress distribution under the
}olishing tool.

One key application of convolution is the prediction of the distribution of
material removal for a polishing (figuring) operation; this is the “forward” problem
which is a direct convolution integral. This involves specifying the path that the
tool takes over the surface, the shape of its removal footprint, and the time that the

●One of the limitations to traditional pitch polishing is that the pitch “flows” and thus its removal
characteristics will change during the polishing operation.
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tool dwells at all locations along the path.” The magnitude of material removal is
predicted using an empirical conversion relating dwell time and mass removed.
We have implemented numerical routines for accomplishing this prediction using
Matlab22, which are important for estimating tool performance when polishing
optical contours. We have also employed the convolution calculation to predict
results for short polishing tests, such as scanning a tool in straight line, or orbiting it
about a secondary axis.

Figure 7a shows the 2-D profile of a conceptual polishing footprint that has
depression in the center. This footprint is an approximation to a class of footprints
produced by a prototype polishing tool, where minimal shear stress is created at the
center. If this footprint is orbited about a secondary axis, a time-averaged foo~rint
(Figure 7b) is obtained where the. central depression is eliminated. This foobrint is
cal&lated as a simple convolution of the initial footprint about a circular pa’ti.
Similarly, if the orbital footprint (Figure 7b) is traversed in a straight line, the
convolved shape of the stripe shown in Figure 7C shows a gaussian-like character.

The plot in Figure 8a,b shows the residual errors estimated from simple
parallel scanning by a footprint with a depression in the center, such as the one in

tmtm-m
4 -2 2 4 -5

x (Al)
5 -5

x (%)

5
x (&n)

Figure 7. a) Example of footprint function comprised of summed gaussians;
b) estimated footprint formed by orbiting the footprint in (a) about an auxiliary
axis; c) gaussian-like profile produced b y scanning (convolving) this footprint
along a linear axis.

Figure 7a. Figure 8c,d shows the same scan, but with the footprint generated using
the orbital ro~ation from Figure 7b. This simple convolution-simulation illustrat&
that orbital rotation can lead to improvements in footprint shapes and in net
removal profiles. We have also performed more detailed calculations that model
the cycloid pattern traced out by an orbital rotation, and have been able to predict
residual waviness on the surface that is created if inappropriate rotational speeds are
employed.

Perhaps the most important convolution issue is the calculation of the
optimal distribution of dwell times along a path, in order to optimize the

“Onemight alternatively specify the velocities taken by the tool as it traverses along its path.
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:igure 8. a) Convolution simulation using a tool footprint with a central
depression (see Fig. 7); b) 2-D profile across scanned area showing that the residual
mor is ZYO of the mean removal depth; c,d) simulation with orbital motion; the
mor is reduced to 0.6% of the mean depth.

combination of residual errors and the processing time; this is the basis for the
machine tool scanning instructions. This process is referred to as the
deconvolution or the-’’inverse” problem and is typically more numerically difficult
than the forward problem.

During this project, we have assembled a preliminary algorithm using Matlab
that calculates the optimal set of dwell-times for a polishing tool for removing a
given error profile. Although this software is still in development, it appears to
provide a robust solution in the presence of noise in measured surface error
profiles, as might be encountered for the very small errors of relevance to this
project. Further work is required to demonstrate that these algorithms can address
the complete family of errors that might exist on an actual surface, and in applying
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constraints as to the allowable velocities and accelerations in the tool’s lateral
motion.

Summary of Experimental Results
The goal of this section is to give a brief review of the types of removal

experiments that were accomplished using our polishing testbed. The combination
of CNC machine tool and precision polishing tool provide the ability to remove
material in precise patterns with a flexibility similar to macroscopic milling
operations, yet with submicron depths Ofcut” on brittle work materials. In fact,
many of our experiments yielded removal rates that produced individual features
with removal depths less than 25 nm (1 microinch) and a control resolution
sufficient to enable accurate contouring of surfaces.

A type of experiment that proved valuable was the generation of removal
stripes, caused by a 1-D traversal of a tool (2-D removal footprint) over the surface.
This traversal produces a trough, referred to here as a stripe, that is the convolution
of the footprint shape over a linear sequence of dwell locations. Creating and
measuring stripes was more useful than observing individual static footprints made
using no lateral motion because static footprints were often confounded by the
details of how the polishing test was initiated. For example, the repeatability of a
footprint could be easily assessed by profiling across removal stripes created under
nominally identical operating conditions, while measurements of static footprints
often showed poor repeatability not attributable to tool variations.

An important experiment, where the results are illustrated using a removal
stripe, was to qualitatively validate the hypothesis that material removal correlates
with shear stress. For the tool geometry considered in Figure 1, the slurry has a
stagnation flow in the central section of the tool near the orifice, and then flows
radially as a constrained jet. Our prediction for this particular geometry is that the
shear stress, and thus removal rate, will be negligible in the central section of the
footprint, and then reach a sharp maximum near the limiting minimum flow
orifice formed by the brim of the tool and the workpiece; this was shown
qualitatively in Figure 5 and results in a prediction of an annular removal footprint.

Figure 9 shows an example of a stripe created with a tool that has an annular
footprint where the removal is dominated by the constrained radial jet flow. Note
that the removal has a rather steep increase/decrease at a radius which corresponds
to the location of the minimal flow area. This stripe was made by three consecutive
scans over the same area to increase the depth and facilitate measurement. The
stripe has a depth of about 4-6 microinches (100-150 nm) at the edges and about
1 microinch (25 nm) in the center. The material removal rate for this test is
estimated as 0.0016 mm3/min. Subsequent tool designs were able to produce stripes

“For the polishing operations described in this report, material is not cut in the sense implied for
macroscopic milling of ductile metals. Nevertheless, the appearance of a removal profile caused by
the traversal of a polishing tool is analogous to the traversal of a milling cutter.
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with either a near ‘top-hat’
shape or with a smoother fall-
off in the vicinity of the radial
jet orifice. Also, the addition
of an orbital motion about a
secondary axis provides a
significant flexibility in
changing the shape of the
footprint.

Figure 10 shows a
profile of a removal stripe
generated with a tool that
emphasizes rotational
motion, as opposed to jet
flow. This stripe has a
gaussian-like shape and

Figure 9. Depth profile across a removal stripe
mated by three passes of a prototype polishing tool;
he work material is BK7 glass and the polishing
Lgent was colloidal silica in a pH 10 carrier;
neasured with the Federal Surfanalyzer.23

~ontrasts with th~ annular/top hat class of stripe shapes, such as that shown in the
previous figure. This type of tool was more compatible with narrower removal
features than the jet dominated tools.

In Figure 11 is shown a
square geometric feature
produced with the tool that
produced the stripe in Figure
10. This feature is essentially
a uniform level of removal
over about a 5 mm x 5 mm
area with a depth of about
80 nm. The tool traversed
into the square from the
stripe in the lower left corner,
and exited via the stripe in
the upper right corner. The
square was created by raster
scanning the tool, with a
‘y-motion’ jog at the end of
each traverse. The light

5
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0 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.06
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Figure 10. Depth profile of removal stripe from a
}ingle pass of a prototype polishing tool that
mphasizes tool rotation; measured using a WYKO
NT 2000 white light interferometric microscope?4

border around the ed~e of the square and stripes indicates the shoulder of the edge
of the tool. The subtle ripple at the bottom of the stripes and individual raster scans
is caused by a non-trueness in the motion of the tool, resulting in somewhat higher
polishing forces once-per-revolution of the tool. A height profile measured
horizontally across the square is shown in Figure 12. Longer range waviness inside
the square is attributed to x-y scanning motion errors due to a “tuning” problem in
the servo-amplifier system.
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gure 11. Example of a geometric feature polished (milled) into a BK7
[bstrate using a tool that emphasizes rotational removal mode; data taken
;ing a WYKO white light interferometric microscope.

The smoothness of the regions polished by small tools depends upon
machine motion parameters, as well as the details of the material removal process.
For example, if the spacing
between neighboring raster 20

scans is too large, the e
resulting surface texture is c 10

dominated by a ripple pattern, ~
analogous to feedmarks
observed in traditional &
machining operations. The &
surface profile shown in
Figure 13 shows a smooth
ripple pattern with
approximately a 10 nm peA- Protile length mm

to-valley ripple that resulted Figure 12. Horizontal profile of the square removal
from too coarse a spacing
between neighboring raster

patch shown in Figure 11; measured with WYKO

lines. Our convolution
white light interferometric microscope.

modeling routine is useful for predicting the magnitude of waviness for proposed
tool scanning parameters.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations

We have designed and
teated a new type of
polishing tool where the
shape of the tool’s removal
footprint can be modified by
varying the relative
contributions from
rotational motion and slurry
jet flow. We hypothesize
that material removal is
largely determined by the
distribution of fluid shear
stress for this class of non-
contact polishing tools.
Fluid mechanics equations
have been derived that
predict the shear stress for
the case of constrained radial
jet flow under the tool. We
observe qualitative
agreement between the
predicted shear stress
distribution and the
measured removal
distribution for a removal
footprint dominated by
radial iet flow. Abzorithms

—

mm

(a)

h- 7.3 mm ——————+
(b)

‘“~

nm

“o~
2

mm

,.tigure 13. (a) Areal view of region of uniform
removal; (b) horizontal profile-of ripple that
illustrates too large a separation between
neighboring raster scans; measured using Zygo
New View white interferometric microscope~5

have been assemb&d to model the convolution of the tool footprint with the
prescribed path and velocity profile (dwell functions) of the tool.

A polishing testbed has been constructed using a computer-numerically
controlled machine tool and specially designed mechanisms that provide motion
control and slurry to the tool. Computer control software was prepared to traverse
the tool over the optical surface with a distribution of speeds determined from the
convolution model.

A number of experiments have been performed that illustrate the range of
footprint (or stripe) shapes that can be created using the tools described in this
rep&t. Tools that emphasize radial jet flow are shown to provide annular removal
footprints; tools that provide rotational motion without being dominated by jet
flow are shown to provide more gaussian-shaped removal profiles. The
combination of these polishing tools with CNC machme tools offers the ability to
create complex removal patterns on glass that have a depth of 0(1-100 rim).
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One problem that contributed to unwanted waviness in our polished surfaces
is a tuning problem with the machine tool’s servo-amplifier system. We
recommend repairing or replacing this unit prior to further experimentation.

The polishing testbed is currently capable of scanning a tool over a fiat surface
for performing figure modifications on flat windows and mirrors. For curved
surfaces, vertical motion is required for maintaining tool-to-workpiece contact
pressure. In addition, a tilt stage (goniometer) should be incorporated for
maintaining the tool axis normal to the workpiece surface.
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Appendix A Description of Polishing Testbed Numerical Control
Interface

The goal of the numerical control routine is to provide a convenient means
for the machine operator to generate the commands for initiating machine motions
or other control functions. The interface routine converts the commands to the
specific language understood by the computer-numeric-control (CNC) board. The
CNC interprets these commands and generates the appropriate voltages to be
supplied to the servo-amplifiers, which supply power to the appropriate motors.
Position feedback from encoders (rotary and linear scales) is returned to the CNC,
thus offering closed-loop control. The CNC controller board used in this project is a
Galil DMC 630 installed on a 90 MHz Pentium computer system. The software was
written in C under the National Instruments LabWindows/CVI development
environment by Nhan Nguyen (LLNL).

This appendix describes the key interface routines that were prepared for this
project’s polishing testbed. The interface routines are used for several tasks:
s manually “moving” the machine for set up
. to program a series of sequential motions for simple polishing routines
● for calling up motion commands generated by other programs
. for saving motion commands
. for setting parameters for the CNC controller board.

Figure A-1 shows a window where a coordinated series of commands can be
created. Using the INSERT button, a series of x,y coordinates can be entered, each
associated with a speed which is used for moving from that point. The coordinates
and speeds are entered in the boxes in the upper left hand corner. The user has the
option of referencing these coordinates in either a relative or an absolute sense,
where the absolute coordinates are referenced according to a previously defined
home position. As the list is created, the sequential commands are listed in the
window at the lower right, and a pictorial is created in the lower left hand window
to give the viewer a sense of the shape of the motion. The scaling in the pictorial
window is automatically full-scale in both directions and may not be equal in x and
y. For example, the program shown in Figure A-1 is used to polish three equally-
spaced square regions. Note that the SAVE and GET LIST buttons enable programs
(lists of points, speeds) to be saved and recalled. For a complicated routine
involving many points and differing velocities, the list can be generated using
another program, such as a deconvolution routine used to calculate the required
dwell times for removing a particular error profile.

A key aspect of computer-controlled polishing is the ability to vary the dwell
time that the tool remains at any one location. This is practically accomplished by
varying the traverse velocity of the tool, which scales as the inverse of the dwell
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time. Our polishing control routine allows both ramped and step-wise changes in
speed. Various accelerations are created by inserting a number of points and
approximating the desired acceleration with a series of ramped speed changes. A
future version of the program will enable s-shaped accelerations between adjacent
points.

Figure A-2 shows the control window used for running a pre-programmed
routine, such as one created using the window shown in Figure A-1. The windows
at the top show the current readout of the position feedback and the current speed as
sensed by a velocity sensor, e.g. tachometer. The two indicators under the x and y
readouts show the instantaneous error between the predicted (commanded)
positions and the measured positions. The row of indicators labeled ‘Next’ are the
next commanded coordinates and speed from the control program. The buttons at
the right are used for starting, stopping, pausing, and continuing the routines. As
the routine progresses, the pictorial window shows progress as a change in color
superimposed on the planned motion path.

The Manual Control window in Figure A-3 shows the screen used for
making single real-time machine motions called jogs. The current position and
error indicators are shown at the top, as in Figure A-2. New positions and speeds
can be entered below in either absolute or relative modes. The absolute coordinate
borne can be established simply by entering the coordinates of the current machine
location in absolute mode and using the SET button(s). For moves involving both
the x and y axes, the operator has the option of setting the speeds of each axis
separately or by setting the vector speed. In the former case, the axes will generally
not reach their endpoints at the same time, while in the vector mode, the both axes
reach their conclusion at the same time. The vector mode is engaged by using the
lower selection button located next to “Speed”, by setting the speed in the single
speed input box, and by using the GO XYbutton.

Also in the Manual Control window are icons for buttons and knobs that
might be physically located on a manual control pedestal. The two rotary knobs are
used for selecting among several pre-set jog distances and speeds; other values can
be entered directly into the boxes at the left. The IN, OUT, LEFT, RIGHT, and STOP
buttons are used for invoking the jog commands. AGO HOME button is provided
for conveniently returning the machine to a predefined home position, such as
might be used for part installation. The power to the motor can be switched
ON/OFF using the MOTOR switch.

Figure A-4 shows a screen that is used for transmitting control parameters to
the Galil computer control board. These include gains and values for the
maximum accelerations that will be used. [Note that the values in this screen were
chosen because we employ a specialized version of an LLNL-built servo-amplifier.]
More information on the definition of these parameters is located in the Galil
DMC 630 manual.
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Figure A-1. CNC interface window for creating a coordinated
list of machine motions with specified feedrates between
points.

Figure A-2. Computer control window for initiating and
ending a programmed polishing operation.
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Figure A-3. Control panel for instantaneous machine
motions.
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Figure A-4. Window for setting control parameters for the
CNC controller board.
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Appendix B: Derivation of Wall Shear Stress

The diagrambelowoutlinesthemodelingapproachforcalculatingthe shearstress
distributionbetweentheworkpieceandtherotatingpolishingtool.

1. Formulate boundary layer equations for
axisymmetric incom ressible radial flow

{(Can be solved fors ear stress)

2. Transform radially-de
r

ndent boundary layer
equations into Ianar -D equations using

?Mangler Trans ormation

I 3. Choose aeometric contour for tool and other I

I bounda~ conditions. The pressure
distribution is known imrdicitlv from the

I velocity derived outside the b~undary layer. I

4. Solve 2-D boundary la er equations using
zKarman-Pohlhausen [ P} method to obtain 2-D

I shear stress distribut~on- 1

5. Apply inverse Man Ier transformation to get
~axisymmetric, radia wali shear stress

*

6. f~~d shear stress contribution for rotational

7. Go back to Step 3 for optimization of shear
stress and tool contour I

The derivationof thesystem’sgoverningequationscorrespondsto the outlined
modelflow shownin Figure 1 andarethebasicequationsruereferencedfrom “Boundary
LayerTheory:’ by Schlichtingl.
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1. We beginby formulatingtheboundarylayerequationsfor an axisyrnrnetric,
incornmessibleradialflow [11.

au au = -lap+va%
‘%+”3 p ax G (1)

(2)

where,x = Ois centerlineof axisymmetricsystem.

Boundary Conditions:
1. No slip at boundarylayerandwall interface.
2. Edge of boundary layer approaches free stream velocity.

A

The free streamvelocity willbe estimatedusinga potentialflow(inviscid)case to
correspondwiththe secondboundarycondition.U(x) is theaverageaxialvelocitytakento
be only a fimctionof x, H(x) is the heightof theflow passageand m is theaverageflow
rate.

Iii
slurry

I IllyTool

9

I Channel flow region

Stagnation
flow region

X = d/2
I \ \

1-
x Bounday layer Workpiece surface

Centerline

Figure B-1. Schematic of the flow region betweenthe workpiece and the rotating tool.
Note that the shear stressrWis generatedby the viscous flow insidethe boundary layer.

The solution to the boundary layer equation depends on the velocity distribution outside it
in the potential flow region. Refer to F@.we 1 where the stagnation and channel flow
regions are shown. The fmt region applies to small values of x and is the stagnation
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I

region. The second region applies to the developing channel flow and is applicable for
larger values of x. In boundary layer theory, the boundary layer thickness is small
compared to the potential flow ~gions outside it. In the potential flow ~gion near the
stagnation point

U(x) = a,x small x (3)

while in the channelflow region

~) x— large x
= 2X)

(4)

where U(x) is the velocity outside the boundary layer. Simple mass balances (continuity)
give the constants al and a ~ as

4rn
al = —

npd2
m

a2 = —
27cp

where m is the total flow rate entering (and leaving).

Outside the boundary layer, equation 1 gives the potential flow U(x) as:

thus,
1 auz -1 ap.— ——
2ax = pax

(5a)

(5b)

(6a)

(6b)

and integrating gives:
g+u*

— = constant (7)
P2

which is a form of Bernoulli’s equation. Equations3 and4 willbe used for the potential
flow model. In bcmndarylayer theory, pressurep is only a function of x (not y).

2. Nextwe usetheManglerTransformationto transformradially-dependentboundary
layerequationsinto2-D planarequations[1, pg.245].

The Mangler Transformation can be used to put the axisymrnetric equations into a 2-D
system with %, ~, G. The purpose of this is to be able to use the Karman-Pohlhausen
solution methods applicable to 2-D flows. If x and y are the axisymmetric variables, they
transform into their two-dimensional, planar counterparts according to

X3
%=—

3~2

Y= :Y

()
1/3

x = 3L2% (Lisa length scale) (8a)

(8b)
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L
ii=u v=—

()
v+~yu

x x

Combine(l), (2), and(6b)

The 2-D transformedshearstressat thewallis givenas

DeterminetherelationshipbetweenrW(axisymrnetric)and 7W(2D)

‘w= %9,=0=‘($),=0”[3(3=:43,=0
therefore,

Apply the Karman-Pohlhausen approximate solution for 2-D flows [1, pg. 215]

Where9 is the momentumthicknessdefinedby:

Define a first shape factor, Z, given as,

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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Define a secondshapefactoras:

/

The wall shear stress is given as [1, eq. 10.32]

(17)

(18)

The xelationbetweenf2andK hasbeennumericallycalculatedby HolsteinandBohlen2and
is tabulatedin Table 10.2 in reference1.

3. Choose a geometric contour for tool and other boundary conditions. The pressure
distribution is known implicitly from the velocity derived outside the boundary layer.

The modelfor the tool’s flow field is dividedintoa stagnation~gion (x c d/2) anda
channelflow of (x > d/2).

For our example,thecontourfor thechannelflow is givenas a functionof x.

where H(x) is the heightof theflow channelat positionx.

4. Solve 2-D boundarylayerequationsusingKarman-Pohlhausenmethodto obtain2-D
shearstressdistribution.

We apply the Karrnan-Pohlhausen method as an approximate solution for the 2-D boundary
layer equations [1]. First we divide the problem into two separate flow regions, one for x
in the stagnation region and one for x in the channel flow region.

small x X < d/2 d = diameterof tool
largex X > d/2

(a.) For small x (20)

(21)
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0.470a~(3L2)5’3
z = ,%2 g (#’3dY

()
a: 3L2

= 047f3 ,(;)X43 = (;)a;q.#s

a1(3L2) Z

()

3 0.470X
=

ii
()

l/3
al 3L2X

Now plugging (22) and (21) into (17) gives

d~

()

3 0.4701 al
K=Z~=~

()

I/, y(3L2T’-z3
al 3L21i

0.470
= — = 0.0587

8

Using table 10.2 fromreference 1: f2(0.0587) = 0.305

f* =

0 =

fw =

7W =

=

A/z

WI [3L2)1’3IV3 (0.305)

~ 3 0.470% “2
q )()

-1/6
3L2Y

~ al

[)
1/2

8a~
— (0.305) WL
0.470V

(22)

(23)
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v)
3

(b.) For large x where x > ~ - ~+ ‘> 3~2

(/)d3
define m = ~

3L2

Include contributions for both small x and large x. The integral is defined from x = zero,

/the large x region begins at x = d ~.

Using G = al (3L2)ti3X1’3 for smallx

(24)

(25a)

(25b)
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FI(X)2

(1dg
2+
8L2

L

‘u f2(K)7w=—
6

(27)

(28)

5. Apply the inverse Mangler transformation to get the axisymmetric radial wall shear
stress

(a.) For smallx:

Transform equation 23 using
X3

li=— d~ =
()

;2dx
3L2

[1
I/z ‘ 1/2

8a13
Yw = :?w = ~ [1(0.305)pL = 8~~~~ 0.305x

L 0.470v .

since v = ~
6

Note that the length scale L does not appear, which is crucial.



(b.) For large x
d

%>m + x>—
2

R(Y)+ H(x)

Transform Z from equation 26

~ = 0.470X6H(X)6

a 26

()
8

Sd
al –

2
*L2 +

8

( )[

()

5!

= 0.470 x H(x) 6 al z % dx—— +a~j
L2 a2 8

()
g x3Hx 5

2
L

Note thatthedimensionof Z is time. The transformof equation27:

[)X3 43
–a2 —

d~ 3L2
~=

3(3L2)1’3H(X)

[[)”3 s ~(x)$

1+
3L2

H(x)

= -[3[.2($‘;$))

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
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t

(-0.470X2 I-I(X)5 ~
=

a:

[1. 0.470 xH(x) 6.—
L2 a2

()
8

s!
al

2 dx
+aj~

8
()

d X3HX
5

T

8

1[

()

5$

XI+(X) a’ 2 dx
+a~~—

+ H(x) 8
H()

5
dX3X
5

Solve for the shearstressusingequations31,32, and33

~ a, f2(K)
=

H()XL [10.470 Xqx) 6,—, —
L* a2

()
8

sd
al

5 dx
+a~~

8
-

4)
dx3x
L

L

-Y2

(35)

f2(K) is found in Table 10.2 in ref. 1 using the value of K calculated using equation 33.

6. Add shear stress contribution for rotational flow.

The contribution of the rotational flow to the shear stress is small relative to the that from
the radial flow for many of the tools considered. It was not included in this current
development, but will be important for tool geometries that emphasize rotation with
minimal contributions from constrained jet flowfield.
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Example
We calculatcxlthe wall shear stressfor a tool thatcontour in the channelregion

given by the followingprofiles:

%?= +6)-’”’’’(w]‘or1‘~ ‘ 2-4

H
2x 2

H(x) =1= 0.008+ 00018 — -
~ 2.4

for2.4<~<4

The numericalresults are plotted below, where the normalized shear stress is defined as:

‘TW (x)
T_ =

()
l/2

8p.pa13 d
0.470 Ii

10

1
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L
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Summary:

for x<::

()
1/2

8ppa~
TW “ — 0.305x

0.470

forx>~

$71a2 4 f2(K)
TW = —— —

0~70 H(x) X3

where

[)
8

5gal
2

8

8

[ II

()

5$

-0,470 x2 H(x)5 ~+xH(x) a’ 2 +a:~ dx
K=

H(x) 8
5

a; H()
~x3x
5

1

and the numerical solution for f2(K) is located in Table 10.2 in reference 1.

(Al)

1-%

dx

X3 H(x)5

I

(A2a)

(A2b)

1Schlichting,H., Boundary Layer Theory, 7th Edition,McGraw-Hill,San Francisco (1979).
2Holstein,H. andBohlen,T., “ElneinfachesVerfahrenzurBerechnunglaminarerReibungsschich@n,die
demNiiherungsverftienvonK. Pohlhausengenugen”, Lllenthal-Bericht S. 10,5-16 ( 1940); the results

used in this report were taken from reference 1.
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